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To the Reader,
This book explains the way an
anxiety attack was felt and first-hand
experienced by the members of a
family.
It is an experience narrated in the same
exact way it was lived. It is pure truth
and reality.
Our purpose is to help those who,
without knowing it, are locked up in
a prison with no bars. We also aim to
help these prisoners’ fellow travelers
who cannot understand the reason
why some things are happening.
We hope you like the story.

Marc fell into bed, crying and unable to move.
How could he get to that point?
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SUCCESS

Marc began to work as part of the administrative staff

in what, at the moment, was a large family business. He

had made every effort to work in a position where he could

learn day after day. He enjoyed his work and, thanks to the
different managers he had worked with in the company, he

was continuously growing as a professional in every single
project he undertook. Not long after, it was time for him to

lead teams and it allowed him to discover that he could

promote the growth of people while growing with them. This
way he felt fulfilled and happy.

One morning five years ago, he was appointed as the

Acting Head of the entire Iberian Peninsula. Succeeding with
one of the greatest companies of the peninsula, the largest in

its area, was one of his dreams. What made him even happier

was that the team would be bigger and he would be able to
freely organize and establish all aspects of the strategy. He

always did it his own way, by meeting his people, caring for
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them and creating relationships that went beyond a simple
boss-employee one.

Along with his professional development and success, he

had been able to raise a beautiful family. He met Sandra, his

wife, when they were both 18 years old, and it had been more

than twenty years since that day. She was a pillar for him.
They had created a perfect association that made clear what

they were thinking at all times. This allowed them to know
when one of them needed more help to move forward. That
symbiosis was improving with the family growing. The arrival

of the children was something exceptional. The mixture of

love, responsibility and ignorance was something he was
crazy about, and it allowed him to develop all his creative
side to grow with little Eric and Ian.

Dealing with people had always been a vital issue. He

needed his peers, his teams, his bosses. There were some

situations that went beyond work: someone on his team
having an ill child, a school celebration, a graduation, English

classes, the need to accompany a parent to the doctor. He
was involved in every single issue he felt concerned about in
his own personal life, he always got himself in others’ shoes.

One of his life mottos was: “Do as you would be done by,

treat others the same way you would like to be treated, and
do not wish for others what you do not wish for yourself.”

This attitude kept achievements coming. As in all teams,

there were difficulties to resolve. Since he always promoted
dialogue, even if it was uncomfortable, he made time to
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listen to everybody’s proposals, complaints, improvements,

etcetera. Although sometimes that meant investing more
time than necessary, these hours were important for reaching
goals and for the team’s well-being.

Frequently, he was also open to solving problems in

other departments. Improving the overall performance of

the company was crucial. Consequently, he solved problems
that he thought were critical in any other area and he even

prioritized them before his own objectives, what made him
feel proud. He believed people were divided into two groups,
those who help and those who do not. The first ones always

add, the second ones just take away. His vision was always
transversal and global, he cared for the consumer, the
factory, and the employees. He helped when, on Friday, no

matter the reason, one of his own was left without connection

at the airport. Every one of these problems were listed and
written on his calendar as a priority.

He had learned this in his professional stage in Algeria.

The need to play all instruments in the orchestra became
visible in that project. Titles and names on the business

cards were left aside, leadership had to be earned and

demonstrated in every single action and decision. This
attitude went from helping to unload a truck in the warehouse

to supporting during a breakdown in the factory or helping a
client with a start-up.

This transversality was key for him to know the entire

business chain. Sitting in an office while watching how
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things happened to eventually report them with a PowerPoint
presentation was not viable, since he wanted to be true and

real. It was not an option to transmit a culture of effort, of
business knowledge, of a full understanding about what
happens in all areas, without acquiring hands-on experience.

This is how, when someone went to him with an issue to

solve, he was able to perfectly understand what it cost in
time and effort. Likewise, when he asked for something,
people knew he was doing it from a position of experience,

knowledge and awareness. Hence, he was always clear

about how problems, projects and bottlenecks in the process
had to be felt and lived in order to truly understand them.

This is the reason why he made time to visit a factory, a

warehouse or a market whenever possible, and this behavior
was also applied by his teams. He wanted people to know
all factories, warehouses, delegations and workers from all

locations. A posteriori, when any action from those who

he had visited was needed, the response was immediate.
They all felt grateful for the time he had spent with them and
were ready to help and collaborate at any time. Of course,

they knew it was reciprocal because they could always call
him and he would go out of his way to help them. All those

problems, unnoticed for many others, were important for him

and his entire team. Therefore, they would always answer
if there was no ink in a printer in Fuerteventura, if the air

conditioning in Jerez did not work, if the furniture in San
Sebastián did not arrive correctly and so on.
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Happiness from having a good job, his goal achievements

and his professional success were reflected in his family life.

He made do to share with his family and get the most out of
the little time he had to really be with them.

As it was mentioned before, during that time, his son Eric

grew up and Ian was born, and being a father changed his
life completely. When he first held Eric’s little hand in that
delivery room, he felt the energy connecting them forever.
Later, when he held him in his arms to bring him closer to

Sandra’s chest, a great feeling of happiness filled him. When

his sons first said their first words, it was a magical moment.
They were both wonderful occasions. There were also

moments just to manage their emotions. This put them to the
test. Some afternoons he would arrive at 7:15 pm while they

were having dinner with their nerves on edge. Even if Sandra
felt tired after two hours struggling with the boys, he knew

how to make her smile, feel free, and how to make everything
flow for the next 45 minutes before putting them to sleep.

Sandra, once called “his angel” by a friend of his, was a

breath of fresh air in each and every moment of his life. All

those decisions made with her had been easy and rewarding.
They both decided that at least one of them should stay

close to their children. At that time, for professional reasons,
Sandra was the best option to put her professional life aside
and stay at home with the children. He always appreciated

that decision and they continually reevaluated it to make

sure they were both satisfied with what they were doing.
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This decision had been made just after landing from
Algeria, when they started to think about having children.

Sandra, CEO of the Ricou-Payà family, faced a difficult time
resulting from Marc’s success, because it also represented
many afternoons and nights by herself being the only one

responsible for everything related to their children and their

house. As a good CEO, she knew the answers to what,
how and when, so, she organized everything in order to

ensure that the family goals came to fruition. She managed

the budget, kept the accounts and guaranteed to have all
resources for each activity. She was a full-fledged CEO.

They both knew that when Marc finally got home, he had

to take charge of the family chore. Beyond the laws and wise
people comments, after more than ten years of marriage and
twenty years of relationship, they were still as in love as the

first day, but now knowing every single aspect of their bodies

and thoughts. That is what made that union perfect. Sandra

understood that his way of living his work made everything
flow and, even though it meant a decrease in the time they

spent together, they were able to find the balance so that
everything lined up in the same direction.

Although they were exhausted and had to continuously

deal with fatigue, traveling and many hours away from home,
they also experienced success, light, joy and happiness,
which brighten and gladden all aspects of their lives.
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Your Thoughts

* I invite you to use this space to write or draw your thoughts.
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